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The purpose of this article is to illustrate both the processes of data analysis and the methodological development
involved in adopting the sequential use of two data analysis methods applied to the same data set. Understanding of
the phenomena of interest was sought through examining both the content and the form of nurses’ accounts of practice experiences. Initially, a method of thematic content analysis was applied to understand what the nurses said about
their experiences. The core theme of nurses’ change agency derived from this analysis was examined further through
a method of narrative analysis. In the second analysis, the focus was shifted to how the nurses accounted for their
experiences. The innovative use of iterative, sequential methods of analysis revealed greater complexity and depth of
understanding of the phenomena than would have been achieved with one method alone.
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T

he very essence of qualitative research is the rich
and detailed insights that can be afforded by the indepth examination of a phenomenon. The data generated with qualitative methods are often voluminous, and
researchers are faced with the tricky task of narrowing
down their inquiry to avoid the resulting analysis being
little more than an extensive list of instances and observations (Silverman, 2000). This part of the research
process can be deeply uncomfortable, as choices about
the direction to take are made and other avenues are left
unexplored (Doucet & Mauthner, 1998). These contingent processes are not readily reported in the written
reconstructions of research reports, in part because of
academic conventions requiring clean retrospective
reporting. Furthermore, it has been argued that literature
on conducting qualitative research primarily focuses on
data generation and much less on the procedures for
analyzing the data (Polkinghorne, 1995). Researchers
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are often searching for an “instruction book” on how to
apply particular methods, and complaints have been
made about the lack of clear guidance for using particular analytic approaches (McCance, McKenna, & Boore,
2001). In part, this lack comes about because of the
inherently intuitive process of researchers working intimately with their data and the difficulties in articulating
this to others. Another reason for this difficulty is that
methods developed for one arena of work often cannot
be easily applied to another. Even within health
research, qualitative approaches developed in studies of
particular conditions and populations often translate
with difficulty to different circumstances.
These problems of articulating analytical processes
are compounded in studies in which more than one
approach has been used. In this article, we report on one
such study in which two analytical methods were
adopted—first, because of the nature of the data generated and, second, because of a concern that one method
alone was insufficient to uncover the full meaning of
the data. We aim to illustrate both the processes of data
analysis and the methodological development involved
in adopting the sequential use of two data analysis
methods applied to the same data set. In doing so,
instead of focusing on either the gritty reality of the participants’ accounts or the way in which these realities
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were constructed (Silverman, 2000), the analysis was an
attempt to examine both and thus to extend the understandings that would be derived from one method alone.
To pursue this aim, the topic of the research is first
introduced and the study briefly described. The process
of the data analysis is then presented in detail, with
insights into the findings, as appropriate, to demonstrate the value of the methods chosen. Finally, there is
a discussion of the issues raised by taking a sequential
approach to applying more than one method in the
analysis of qualitative data. As the purpose of this article is primarily to offer a methodological discussion,
there is limited scope for detailed consideration of the
findings and suggested implications.

The Research
This research study was part of a larger project that
aimed to answer a clinical question: Are community
mental health nurses (CMHNs) effective in treating
people with common mental health problems in primary
care? This issue had been taxing policy makers in the
United Kingdom during the mid to late 1990s. Although
it was evident that general practitioners (GPs) wanted to
refer people with common mental disorders to specialist
CMHNs for support and treatment (Badger & Nolan,
1999; Double, 1999), policy makers felt these specialist
services should be reserved for those people with severe
and enduring mental health problems (Butterworth,
1994). A randomized controlled trial was commissioned
by the U.K. Department of Health to answer this question in clinical terms; that is, to find out whether
CMHNs were more cost-effective in treating people
with common mental health problems than were GPs,
who were the usual source of care at the time (Kendrick
et al., 2006). In addition to assessing the cost-effectiveness
of different treatment interventions, this trial provided
the opportunity to understand the nurses’ experiences of
treating people with common mental health problems in
the context of the trial and to ascertain whether they
would want the treatment of people with common mental disorders as part of their routine, everyday practice.
Most research prior to this had sought GPs’ and other
practitioners’ views of the CMHN role and function
(Badger & Nolan, 1999; Crawford, Carr, Knight,
Chambers, & Nolan, 2001; Double, 1999; Hannigan,
Stafford, & Laugharne, 1997), with little investigation of
the CMHNs’ own views of their role. Therefore, understanding the nurses’ perspectives was considered very
important to aid the policy recommendations stemming
from the trial results. For example, if the trial found that

CMHNs were more effective in treating people with
common mental health problems, it would be difficult to
implement such a policy if the nurses were resistant to
working with this client group.
It is this study of nurse perspectives, conducted
alongside the trial, that is the focus of this article. We
adopted an instrumental case study approach (Stake,
2001), guided by the main principles of case study as
outlined by Yin (1994, 2003); that is, it was a study of
phenomena in their everyday context, with unclear
boundaries between the phenomena and context, and
multiple sources of evidence were used. Although the
trial context was not a normal practice environment for
the CMHNs, the aim was to examine and expose the
nurses’ experiences as normally as possible within the
trial, rather than placing any further controls or conditions on them. The study was designed in two distinct
but interrelated phases, drawing on different sources of
evidence to answer two primary research questions.
First, the study was designed to provide an understanding of the experiences of CMHNs treating people with
common mental health problems in the context of a
treatment trial (Part 1). Second, it was designed to
explore CMHNs’ views concerning the nature of common mental health problems and their role in treatment
(Part 2). The methods adopted in Part 1 of the study and
the issues emerging from the chosen approaches are the
focus of this discussion. Part 2 of the study has been
reported separately (Simons, Lathlean, & Kendrick,
2006).

Sampling the CMHN Participants
In the trial, the participating CMHNs were allocated
to one of two treatment groups. Some had been specially
trained in a psychological approach, problem-solving
treatment, and were asked to offer only this to patients
referred to them throughout the trial. This type of brief,
highly structured intervention, derived from cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), has been found to be
effective in the treatment of depression in primary
care (Mynors-Wallis, Gath, Day, & Baker, 2000).
CBT approaches are recommended as the psychological treatment of choice for many mental disorders
such as anxiety, depression, obsessive-compulsive disorder, schizophrenia, and some eating disorders (e.g.,
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence,
2007). The training and supervision of these nurses was
organized specifically for the trial. It consisted of 3.5
days of training with supervised practice with five
patients prior to the trial and fortnightly group supervision available throughout the trial (for more detail, see
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Kendrick et al., 2005). The nurses in the other treatment
group were asked to employ the skills they normally
used to help patients get better as quickly as possible
(hereafter referred to as the generic approach). All
nurses in this group were offered training in problem
solving at the end of the trial.
A total of 24 CMHNs took part in an individual
detailed interview about their experiences of practicing in the context of the trial. Of these, 12 had been
allocated to the problem-solving treatment group and
12 to the generic group.

Method of Data Generation
The interviews with the nurses were guided by the
principles of the Active Interview (Holstein & Gubrium,
1995). With this approach to interviewing, the passive
respondent is rejected in favor of an active participant
whose ideas are continually assembled during the interview process. The interview process is not about retrieving knowledge from a respondent but promoting a
participant to construct knowledge (Kvale, 1996).
Similarly, the interviewer is not viewed as an excavator
of knowledge but a constructive agent who influences
the interview outcomes (Fontana, 2002). With this
approach, the skill of the interviewer is not to “facilitate
the candid expression of opinions and sentiments”
(Holstein & Gubrium, 1997, p. 120) but to stimulate the
participants’ interpretative capabilities. The interviews
opened with asking the nurses to describe the people
they had encountered for the trial and how they had gone
about treating them. Probing for elaboration and clarification was used, when appropriate, to gain detailed
accounts. As the interview progressed, alternative situations or interpretations were offered to the nurses to
prompt discussion and reflection. In this way, the interviews were designed to move beyond a description of
events or experiences and became a co-constructed
product allowing consideration of both the whats (content) and the hows (form) of the interview-generated
conversations (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995).
This appeal to attend to both the content and the
form of language in the interviews prompted consideration of how to carry such attention through to the
analysis. First, an expressivist–constructivist theory of
language (Schwandt, 2002) was adopted to underpin
both foci of attention in the interpretation of the
nurses’ accounts. This approach to language rejects the
notion that social researchers can collect the facts of
people’s lives when engaging them in conversation.
Drawing on the critique of the standardized interview
(Holstein & Gubrium, 1997), this theory holds that the

social processes of conversation are as much a part of
the information exchange as the content of the ideas
expressed. Adopting this theory requires taking a critical stance to language by not taking at face value what
people say and by examining how people construct
their talk. In expressivist–constructivist theory, language is viewed as a medium for expressing concepts
and experience while at the same time attending to the
construction of the accounts during the expression of
ideas. Language is not viewed as simply (a) a tool for
gaining knowledge of the world in an objective process
(Schwandt, 2002), (b) a transparent medium for the
transmission of ideas (Silverman, 1993), or (c) a mirror
reflecting the reality of people’s lives (Burr, 1995). The
analytic approaches eventually settled on for this study
were aimed to offer an interpretation that addressed the
expressivist–constructivist theory of language on two
levels: the content of the talk and the form of the language used to convey the content. The theory fits with
the principles of the Active Interview (Holstein &
Gubrium, 1997) and allowed for consideration of the
whats and the hows of the participants’ accounts.
The Active Interview approach encouraged the
nurses to account for their experiences in narrative
form. In the interviews, they described particular cases
and the associated treatment processes typified by
temporal ordering and sequence, taken as the essential
characteristics of narrative (Riessman, 2002a). It is
also likely that this form of case presentation would be
familiar to the nurses through their everyday work,
given that individuals’ narrative styles draw on the representational repertoires with which they are surrounded (Plummer, 2001). These episodic narratives
occurred (spontaneously or when prompted) throughout the interviews to describe both exceptional (Labov,
1972) and habitual events (Bennet, 1986; Riessman,
2002b). The narrative form that the nurses used to
relay their experiences in the trial suggested that methods of narrative analysis would be appropriate for paying attention to the form of language. This approach to
health research has become increasingly popular (e.g.,
Greenhalgh, 1999; Mishler, 1986; Riessman, 1993),
but even more than content-orientated qualitative
methods, it tends to be complex and difficult to replicate. Moreover, the progress from working with content to working with the narrative form of segments
data is rarely explicated, even though this progress is
frequently made within narrative health research.
The content of the nurses’ accounts was explored
through a method of qualitative thematic content analysis. This method was applied to the whole data set.
Nevertheless, from the richness of the interviews as
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experienced during fieldwork, it was apparent that this
form of analysis was capturing only one part of the
nurses’ experiences. Methods of narrative analysis were
therefore explored to add to and take further the findings from the thematic content analysis. Decisions
about the exact form and process of the analysis of the
narrative accounts were deferred until the thematic content analysis was complete. In this way, the two methods of data analysis were applied in a sequential
manner to the same data set, with the early findings
being instrumental in the direction of the later round of
analysis.

Analysis
Method of Thematic Content Analysis
It was the manifest content of the data that was of
interest with the first process of analysis (Kvale, 1996),
and the label thematic content analysis was chosen to
reflect the search for themes across the data set on the
basis of the content (as opposed to form). Prefacing content with thematic also served to distinguish this method
from other types of content analysis that typically focus
on counting frequencies of words or other utterances
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Miles & Huberman, 1994).
The complete data set was included in this analysis (i.e.,
the entire transcripts of all 24 interviews). The primary
purpose of the analysis was to understand the nurses’
experiences of treating people with common mental
health problems in the context of the treatment trial. The
analysis followed a standard procedure for conducting
such qualitative analysis (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996),
consisting of two key stages before moving on to synthesizing the data with wider theory and literature.
Identifying categories and applying them to the data.
The interview transcripts were read carefully to identify
emerging codes and categories. This involved a process
of breaking the text down to small units and organizing
according to category, thus creating a large mass of data
segments and annotations (McLeod, 2001). It is
acknowledged that the categories identified did not stem
just from the data but were influenced by the literature
and background reading, the researchers’ experience
and values, and the nurses’professional culture and local
practices (Ryan & Bernard, 2000). Although it is recognized that these factors contribute to the conceptualizing
process, care was taken to ensure that the categories
reflected the data and that the categories fit the data
rather than forcing the data to fit in with the categories.

Refining the categories into broader themes.
Comparing and contrasting techniques (Tesch, 1990)
were used to establish category boundaries, systematically assign data segments to categories, summarize the
content of each category, and search for negative evidence. The purpose of this was to detect conceptual similarities, to refine the differences between categories,
and to discover patterns. This process led to the establishment of the broader themes from the data and was a
continuation of the bottom-up process in which the
broader themes fit the categories. This resulted in a composite account of the nurses’ experiences, drawing on
the strong and recurrent themes found across categories.

Findings from the thematic content analysis
This process identified the nurses’ goals in the
treatment encounters. These were related to bringing
about positive change for the patients and the factors
that the nurses identified that facilitated or inhibited
the achievement of these goals. It was apparent that
the nurses ultimately wanted to be agents of this
change, that is, for their actions to be instrumental in
bringing about change for the patients:
I do remember one woman who did stick with things
and do things, and she got better, and I discharged
her and that was great. You know, you felt like, ooh,
something positive has happened today. . . . It
made me feel I had hit the right mark with one
person. (generic CMHN)
It’s a bit of an ego boost, you felt that you had actually been positive, you have done something.
Especially when there were no drugs involved.
(generic CMHN)

A number of factors were identified that nurses
described as either enhancing or inhibiting their ability to
bring about change. Some of these factors related to the
particular treatment approach the nurses were able to
take, depending on the group of the trial to which they
had been allocated. Those nurses in the generic group
were, they thought, able to aim for change by using
their existing skills and experience to adopt a treatment
approach that was suited to the particular patient and his
or her circumstances. These nurses placed importance on
the ability to be responsive to the patient, on adapting to
suit the patients, and on making choices about how to
proceed with the encounter:
[Patients] gave me information about themselves and
the difficulties that they’d encountered and, having
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sort of identified what they saw as the problem, and
how I felt I might be able to work with them to get
some resolution to those difficulties, I set up the
treatment plan which I felt was the most beneficial to
them. Something they would feel comfortable working with. (generic CMHN)

In contrast, the nurses in the problem-solving
group had been asked to treat patients using this particular treatment approach only and therefore had the
additional goal of “sticking to it.” In some cases, the
problem-solving approach was also viewed positively
by some nurses as suited to their particular patients
and their problems or as helping to structure the
nurses’ own practice:
It’s been helpful to me in terms of setting objectives
and looking at specific problems and not getting kind
of lost in all the nebulous stuff that sometimes goes
with people’s lives. (problem-solving CMHN)

However, in other cases the nurses found the
approach difficult to “stick” to. The nurses reported
that they had difficulties with this structured approach
for some patients and for some particular types of
problems. In some of these cases, the nurses felt that
their goal of achieving change could be compromised
by the requirement to “stick to it.” They felt they were
unlikely to be able to do their best for patients with
this approach, which did not allow them to respond
flexibly on the basis of their broader expertise:
As a CMHN you’re always looking at lots of different angles. Even if you go down one road, you are
always looking down the other roads on the way, and
you might nip into a few of them. But you can’t do
that with problem-solving, you know, it’s very clear
cut. This is what you do. And so that was where I
struggled, not going down those roads. (problemsolving CMHN)

All nurses in the study, those in the problem-solving
and the generic groups, reported experiencing nurse–
patient encounters in which they perceived change had
been achieved and those in which no change had
resulted by the end of the encounter.
Positive change agency was a strong, recurrent
theme throughout the nurses’ accounts of their practice,
not only within the trial but also outside it, within their
everyday practice. Despite the different patient groups,
the nurses in the trial retained the goal of working
toward the achievement of change. These findings in

themselves were unsurprising—the nurses were aiming
to do what most health professionals aim to do; that is,
support patients to make positive change, to help people
get better. Furthermore, they described the process as
more rewarding when they felt that they had played an
active and important role in the change process. This
finding had strong resonance with both mental health
nursing and brief psychological therapies. Although, as
discussed previously in this article, the designated role
of mental health nurses is often contested; for many, the
essence of mental health nursing is the use of therapeutic relationships to bring about change for people with
mental distress. For example, Altschul, a respected
figure in modern mental health nursing, described how
nurses should use these relationships to move forward
patients’ recovery (Norman & Ryrie, 2004). Likewise,
a key goal in brief psychological treatments, including
problem solving, is to initiate and encourage change
(Dryden & Feltham, 1992). Because of this close resonance with the conceptual ideas of these practice areas,
the finding that nurses aimed to be agents of change
was designated as the core theme from the thematic
content analysis.
The problem solving condition promoted CMHNs’
change agency through the structural emphasis,
although this also downgraded it at other times
because of overstructuring, reportedly for both
patient and nurse. The generic condition promoted
change agency through allowing flexibility, though at
times this was not sufficient to produce perceived
success, for example, when the patient was perceived
as unready for change.
But these findings alone did not satisfy as an adequate explanation of the nurses’ experiences. For the
researcher who had observed the nurses in their preparation for the trial, supported them throughout the conduct of the trial, and subsequently co-constructed their
accounts of the trial experience, it felt as though something was missing. This intimate knowledge and longstanding relationship with the nurses through their
time with the trial suggested that particular nurses had
experienced practicing within the trial in different
ways, which were not adequately reflected in the findings emerging from the thematic content analysis. This
across-case analysis moved the attention away from
the sense of the individual nurses, suggesting that a
process of looking within each case was required
(Ayres, Kavanaugh, & Knafl, 2003). In focusing on
what the nurses said about their practice in the context
of the trial setting, a range of experiences was found,
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but this type of analysis appeared to gloss over how,
as individuals, they accounted for their experiences
(Holstein & Gubrium, 1995). Trying to unpick this
“how” was the driver for applying the second method
of analysis to the data.

Analysis of Narratives
As indicated previously, once the narrative form of
the parts of the interview texts had been revealed, the
intention was to explore methods of narrative analysis.
The particular approach taken was directly influenced
by the findings from the thematic content analysis. As
the conclusion from the analysis of content was that
nurses aimed to be agents of change, an examination
of the narrative accounts of the treatment encounters
gave the opportunity to test out whether representations of agency were also apparent in the nurses’ construction of their accounts.
After a thorough exploration of a range of methods of
narrative analysis, an approach developed by Riessman
(2002a) was adopted. With micro analysis of the text,
this approach is aimed at understanding how narrators
construct their social position in the stories they tell.
Drawing on Goffman’s (1959) conceptualization of
“face” and Langellier’s (1989) notion of performative
narratives, Riessman argued that the narrator performs a
preferred identity during a social interaction (e.g., in an
interview), and the identity accomplished is situated in
that particular social interaction. This approach allows
the analyst to consider the social positioning of the narrator, that is, how the narrator chooses to position himself or herself in relation to the audience, characters, and
events. Riessman identified two main social positions:
agentic (i.e., demonstrating agency) and passive. This
approach struck a chord with the aims for the second
phase of analysis: (a) the approach explicitly focused on
the constructing of elements of the narrative accounts;
(b) the approach revealed something about the individual narrators of the stories, which was the element missing in the composite, content-based account; and (c) the
concept of agency, which had emerged strongly from
the thematic content analysis, was examined further
within the structure and sequencing of material. The narrative analysis was specifically focused on clearly identifiable nurse–patient encounter stories. These were
narratives of episodes of treatment, again paralleling
Riessman’s approach, that occurred in one form or
another, in varying frequency, in almost every interview.
These were the clearest forms of representation, in
which agency and passivity could be identified within

narrative language, relatively independently of other
forms of talk such as description, theory, or argument.
In analyzing these encounter narratives, representations of agency were equated with representations of
the nurses’ goal-directed determination to achieve the
aims of the treatment encounter, that is, to bring about
change for the patient. The construction of agency in
the narrative accounts was identified in circumstances
in which the nurse narrators assumed control over the
events of the narrative, when they acted purposefully to
initiate action, and when their actions were presented as
instrumental to the outcome of the treatment encounter.
This narrow definition of agency is more akin to the
idea of intentional action (Burks, 2001), or working on
positioning within narrative (Phoenix, in press), than to
an idealized concept of agency in which the actor is
unconstrained by anything other than the natural environment (Bohman, 1999). However, this relatively narrow interpretation of agency fits with the limited scope
available to the nurses, to exercise agency within the
controlled trial setting.
The approach to language also recognized that
people do not simply “make things up” as they go along,
without any prior knowledge of how to assemble such
accounts. There is a socially and culturally relevant
stock of resources on which people draw to construct
their accounts. These have been referred to as “interpretative resources at hand” (Holstein & Gubrium, 1995), a
“frame of explanation” (Silverman, 1993), and “linguistic devices” (Riessman, 1993). One of the guiding principles of the interview approach had been to activate the
participants’ interpretative capabilities, and therefore,
the analysis should also take account of these interpretative resources. Because the nurses had been taking one
of two treatment approaches for the trial, it was likely
there would be a distinction between the interpretative
resources drawn on by nurses in the two groups. When
assembling their accounts of their trial experiences, the
nurses in the problem-solving group would, for
example, be likely to use the language specific to the
particular model in which they had been trained. Their
construction of agency might focus around the implementation of this model, whereas in the generic group
agency might be characterized by an account of assessing the patient’s problems and then choosing the treatment approach deemed most appropriate, reflecting the
nurses’ experiences of providing a responsive and flexible treatment. The language associated with the nurses’
condition-specific, everyday practice might thus be drawn
on to provide appropriate frameworks for narration,
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although they were probably not the only language
resources used.
The method of analysis involved examining the
actions that took place in each narrative, how these
actions were attributed to the characters in the story, and
the way in which the narrator used language in the
account to frame these actions. As the thematic content
analysis had found the nurses’ primary aim was to
be agents of change, whether they would construct their
accounts of the treatment encounter to position themselves with agency was of interest. Indicators of such
agentic positioning would include, for example, a framing of their own actions as voluntary or instrumental. If
this was found in the narratives of change, then it would
also be of interest to know how the nurses constructed
their social positioning in the narratives of treatment
encounters that did not result in change. If their aim to
be an agent of change was compromised, would this
affect the way they constructed their position in the narrative of the “unsuccessful” treatment encounter? In
these cases, instead of being defined by purposeful and
instrumental actions, the construction of the nurses’
position might work against the agentic position. Here,
narrators may construct a passive account by giving
power over to other people or factors in the narrative
and presenting the central characters as victims of a
particular circumstance, reacting to the events around
them rather than acting purposefully (Riessman,
2002a).
To specifically look at the construction of
agency, or its absence, by active or passive selfpositioning in relation to the nurses’ perception of
the occurrence of change, particular narratives were
chosen from the corpus of case narratives. It was
those narratives about nurse–patient encounters
in the context of the trial in which the primary or
organizing plot idea was either the achievement of
change or the failure to achieve change, which were
of primary interest. Selecting these narratives from
the corpus yielded 69 narratives, with at least 1
from 22 participants (11 from each trial group). The
narratives of the other 2 participants were of a general nature rather than specific narratives about
individual nurse–patient encounters in the context
of the trial.
Although it was anticipated that the social positioning constructed by the nurses might depend on
the outcome of the encounter, it has also been argued
that narrators might shift between the agentic and
passive positions at different points of a narrative or

across different stories (Riessman, 2002a). In this
study, given the nature of psychological treatments
that progress through a number of sessions across the
whole treatment encounter, it was highly probable
that the social positioning might alter as the narrative
reflected the progression of the treatment encounter.
In the analysis, we therefore sought to identify patterns in social positioning within and between each
nurse’s narratives, between the two trial groups, and
across the sample of narratives as a whole. Each narrative was read through this lens, with a systematic
record kept of the narrator’s occupation of active and
passive social positions.

Findings From the Analysis of Narratives
This micro analysis of the narrative accounts of
treatment encounters revealed that although agentic positions were apparent in some narratives, they
were not universally present across all the narratives or all the nurse participants. In many of the
narratives examined, the nurses constructed passive positions or shifted between agentic and passive positions. It was also apparent that the social
position constructed was not necessarily related to
what appeared, from the thematic content analysis,
to be the most salient outcome of the treatment
encounter, that is, whether change was perceived to
have occurred or not.
Agentic positioning was characterized by the
nurses portraying themselves in active roles in
the narratives and driving forward the events of the
encounter. In the problem-solving group, these nurses
were actively applying the problem-solving technique, whereas in the generic group the nurses were
making assessments and decisions about the preferred treatment approach for that encounter. This
positioning was achieved by nurses in some encounters in which change was not considered to have happened for the patient and in many encounters in
which change did happen. This is illustrated in
Narrative Excerpt 1. Throughout the narrative, the
nurse maintained an agentic position, making treatment decisions (lines 85 to 88) and being purposeful
in her treatment approach (lines 91 and 284 to 291)
despite the lack of engagement from the patient. The
construction of the narrative thus suggests something
quite different about the nurse’s positioning than a
content analysis of the nurse–patient encounter would
indicate.
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Narrative Excerpt 11
Narrative From a Generic CMHN Demonstrating an
Agentic Social Position
CMHN:
Um I only had one person
um who in fact who I didn’t do any
relaxation with I didn’t think he
needed it but he wasn’t I would say but
he wasn’t particularly committed
I didn’t feel to working um (4) I can’t
remember if I didn’t, um may be I
I’m sure I gave him things to do but he
didn’t do it, and he was one
person I would say nothing changed with
him anyway I didn’t THINK he
was motivated right at the beginning (3)
I think he was more a bit of low
mood rather than anxious.
R:
And then and then there
was the guy you said?
CMHN: First man I saw client. I would say
um had very little motivation
um (3) has felt low before if I recall it’s
going back some time now.
R: Yeah that would be quite
CMHN: Had been in prison. Had been in
prison yeah (2) I FELT AGAIN
that this was probably quite a lot easier. Only
one I felt there was
quite a lot of personality issues there and um
(5) very reluctant I mean
said all the right things but didn’t actually do
any anything that he’d
said he’d do.
R: Right huh huh (6)
CMHN: I think it well I did feel a bit
frustrated with him because I think
may be he was my first one and I felt oh
god you know very little effort
going in here um almost like um (3) knowing
that not a lot will change
R: Right huh huh
CMHN: Yeah
R: So you said he had little motivation,
what was it that er led you to
think that?
CMHN: Because he he didn’t do any of the
things he was going to
you know like keeping a diary or you know
in in what was it increasing
things that he used to do that he used to like
doing, no none of that,
none of the gym none of the you know
especially when you can get that er
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GP erm you know referrals to the gym he
probably he didn’t even have to
pay::: for it all you do is just turn up um
but (2) yeah but there you
are yeah probably I was a bit frustrated
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In opposition to the agentic position, the passive
social positioning constructed by the nurses was characterized by the events of the encounter being presented as happening alongside the nurses’ contact
with the patient but without a clear indication that the
nurse had been actively involved in any change
achieved. This is illustrated in Narrative Excerpt 2.
Here, the patient is the most dominant character in
that all the actions that take place are attributed to
him. In contrast, the nurse did not attribute any
actions to himself during the narrative. Instead, he
described how he felt about the encounter, stating that
it was “rewarding” (lines 105 and 106), which he found
“quite encouraging” (line 131) and “extremely good”
(line 515). It was not clear what action he had actually taken during this encounter, and the fact that the
problems were resolved (lines 111 to 112, 117, 123 to
124) is described without any clear indication of who
or what was responsible for this outcome.
Narrative Excerpt 2
Narrative From a Problem-Solving CMHN
Demonstrating Passive Social Positioning
CMHN: But I think actually one of the most
rewarding ones was
the e:r (.) um was a relatively young guy (.)
who worked in a local bank who um (1) lived
I think with his sister so a single guy
um (.) and um
who actually not only told me that his
problems were resolved by the end
but actually said you know how how he
now understood about tackling his
future problems you know in view of you
know (.) that he not only not
only resolved his current problems but had
learnt had learnt a way of
tackling (.) um how he perceives things in
the future you know um which I
I find that (.) actually the most rewarding
of all um (.) erm: you know
because hopefully you know not only has
has it resolved during the time
that I saw him but he will be able to do it
himself next time which is
what of course was said on the on the course
itself but um (.) he
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actually he actually came out with that
himself and when he when he did
it um you know that was quite encouraging.
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131

CMHN:
I I I think like
I said it was it was great when that guy said
to me you know that he got
something he got something (.) for himself
for the future he could use
you know and how to perceive things
differently if you know I think that
was ur extremely good.
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This example is particularly interesting because the
nurse felt it was his most successful treatment
encounter, but at no point in the account did he inscribe
himself into an agentic position. These data had contributed toward the core theme in the thematic content
analysis of the nurses’ goal being change agency
because of the way he explained how rewarding this
encounter was, with the resulting outcome of change.
However, as with the first narrative example, the construction of the narrative suggests a different conclusion
about the nurse’s social position than the thematic content analysis had indicated.
In summary, the analysis of form—examining the
construction of the nurses’ narrative accounts of treatment encounters—revealed the complexity of nurses’
experiences to a greater extent than was possible with
the thematic content analysis. Through this process, the
nurses could be categorized by the way in which they
constructed their social positioning, drawing out the
aspects of the individual nurses’ experiences that
appeared to be glossed over by the previous findings. It
could be argued that the linguistic forms in which
nurses express their trial experiences are subject to a
number of interpretations. There are social rules that
allow the expression of agency indirectly, precisely by
eliding it—as in the second narrative example, in which
the nurse’s effectiveness could be said to be heavily
implied if not explicitly stated. Similarly, declared
agency in the first example sometimes works rhetorically to indicate agency’s lack. Here, the narrator’s
attempts to be effective are repeatedly counterposed
to factors that must override them, reducing the significance of agency. In addition, individual, social, and cultural styles of speech concerning agency vary. However,
the ubiquity of change agency in the thematic content of
the interviews, and the agent-directed repertoire of case
reporting by health professionals—which was shared
by all the nurses—means new understandings produced
from the positionings within the nurse–patient encounters are persuasive.

Discussion
The approaches to analysis taken in this study
were intended to make the most of the rich data generated by qualitative methods. The study was an
attempt to know more about and extend understandings of the phenomena being explored by paying
attention to the content and the form of the participants’ accounts. The recognition of the storied nature
of the data, once fieldwork was underway, prompted
interest in methods of narrative analysis. This led to
an expectation that deeper understandings would be
reached by paying attention to the narrative segments
of the interview text and the construction of these narratives. Furthermore, the belief that a single process
of analysis was not sufficiently representing individual participants’ experiences added to the argument
that further analysis would be appropriate.
The sequential approach to methods of analysis was
similar to what has been called “following a thread”
(Moran-Ellis et al., 2006, p. 54). Although this phrase
was coined in the context of mixed methods of data collection (quantitative, qualitative, visual, and multimedia
data), it provides a useful description for the approach
taken in this study. The central theme revealed in the
first process of analysis was investigated further in the
following analysis. In this way, the analysis was based
in the first instance on a grounded inductive approach
but then developed through a focused iterative process.
Using two methods of analysis in this sequential
manner brought deeper understanding of this subject
than would have been reached through one method
alone. However, concern is often voiced in relation to
the mixing of different methods, particularly about
whether chosen approaches are commensurate with
each other or are underpinned by incompatible ontological and epistemological assumptions. Riessman
(2002a) argued that narrative analytic methods can be
used in conjunction with other methods of analysis
(including quantitative analysis) but that some “fancy
epistemological footwork” (p. 706) is required because
the interpretative perspective that underpins narrative
work may be different from the realist assumptions
of other forms of qualitative analysis. Similarly,
Polkinghorne (1995), drawing on Bruner’s (1985) categorization of modes of thought, distinguished between
paradigmatic (scientific) and narrative (emotional)
modes of knowing. Bruner argued that, although complementary, these modes of knowing were essentially
incommensurable because of the different operating
principles and procedures for verification. Polkinghorne
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applied this categorization of modes of thought to distinguish between two types of narrative inquiry: analysis of narrative and narrative analysis. Although the
former draws on paradigmatic cognition and the latter
on narrative cognition, Polkinghorne argued that the
general principles are shared and that both types of
inquiry can make important contributions to knowledge.
Although these problems vex researchers in crossparadigmatic research—that is, research using methods
that draw on different theoretical assumptions (Guba &
Lincoln, 1994)—the approach taken in this study means
that we did not have to contend with these issues. Both
methods of data analysis were underpinned by the same
theoretical position. The approaches taken in the interviews and the methods of analysis were attempts to
strike a balance between the whats and hows in the generation and analysis of talk (Fontana, 2002; Holstein &
Gubrium, 1995). The underpinning theory of language
offered a bridge between focusing on the expression of
ideas and the contribution of constructive elements to
understand language. In this way, attention can be paid
to both important aspects of language, with each contributing something to the understandings derived, but
one was not championed at the expense of the other.
Language consists of these two elements. Using analysis, it is possible to pay attention to both without
necessarily neglecting one or the other. Furthermore,
according to Polkinghorne’s (1995) classification, both
methods of analysis adopted within this study fit within
the paradigmatic mode of thought. Although focused
on different aspects of the raw data, both processes
involved breaking down the accounts before building
a composite picture to describe and understand the
nurses’ experiences of practicing within the context of
the trial. The thematic content analysis was a process of
inductive categorization of what the nurses had said
about their experiences. This started with breaking
down the interview transcripts as numerous categories
and codes were assigned to data segments, followed by
refinement, through comparing and contrasting, to produce a composite account that identified the commonalities across the data set. Likewise, the analysis of
narratives involved first deconstructing the nurses’ narratives to categorize the narrative segments according to
how the participant had constructed his or her social
position, followed by a search for common patterns
across the narrative corpus. Unlike using mixed methods, this study did not involve viewing a phenomenon
from different standpoints underpinned by different
theoretical assumptions. Rather, it was about shifting

the focus—viewing the same object from the same
standpoint but adjusting the lens to bring into view particular aspects of the phenomenon, one after another
(Moffat, 2006).
Using more than one approach to analyze qualitative
data is not new. For example, other researchers examining nurses’ practices have found that more than one
method can deepen the understandings of an experience
(McCance, 1999), reinforce and strengthen the findings
from one method (Chapman, 1986), or give a slightly
different emphasis on overlapping findings (Savage,
2000). These authors concluded that the different
analyses did not lead to radically different interpretations. However, in this study, by shifting the focus to
examine different aspects of the text in turn, and by further exploring the core concept that emerged from the
initial analysis, important new insights emerged, as
demonstrated by the narrative examples above, which
were divergent from the early findings.
The sequential analysis revealed that the social
positioning constructed by the nurses was not related
simply to the perceived outcome of the treatment
encounter, as initially suggested. Rather, the social
positioning was related to individual nurses in that
they could be grouped into one of two types. The first
was a group of nurses who constructed a position in
which they assumed control over the events in all the
encounters they narrated and who retained this position even if they perceived the primary aim in the
treatment encounters—positive patient change—was
compromised. The second type was a group of nurses
who constructed predominantly passive positions in
the trial encounter narratives. These two main social
positions were found for nurses in both the generic
and problem-solving trial groups, suggesting that
there were different ways in which individual nurses
conceptualized and represented their role in treatment
encounters, regardless of the treatment approach or
outcome. This finding has interesting implications for
nursing practice. It suggests two different expressive
orientations toward treatment, operating across a
common conceptual concern with change agency.
There was one notable difference between the narratives of nurses in the two treatment conditions. Nurses
in the problem-solving group constructed their social
position more consistently throughout the narratives
examined, whereas those in the generic group constructed shifting positions in some narratives or in parts
of narratives. This was the most striking difference
between the two treatment groups. The consistent
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social positioning found with the nurses in the problemsolving group suggested that the requirement for nurses
to offer a particular treatment approach in the context of
the trial, regardless of the nature of the patient’s problems, resulted in a polarization of their social positioning. It could be that the unfamiliarity of the
problem-solving approach produced this polarization,
but the strong structuring of and emphasis on problemsolving treatment that emerged from the thematic content analysis suggest that it was the nature of the
approach that generated polarized social positioning.
These findings are important to help understand the
impact of controls on practitioners’ behavior. Such
impact may result from both a controlled trial setting
and the use of highly structured psychological treatment
approaches such as problem solving. The findings
demonstrate how evidence generated in trial settings
about the nature of treatment experiences may differ, for
both practitioners and patients, from those generated in
regular practice settings because control itself had significant effects on the ways in which practice was
experienced. This control was further extended in the
problem-solving arm because of the fixed parameters of
the structured approach. The suggested impact on practitioners of highly structured treatments found in this
study requires further investigation, particularly when
structured approaches such as CBT are strongly recommended for many mental health problems.
The polarized positions found with the nurses in the
problem-solving group may also stem from their
responses to delivering a psychological intervention.
Although mental health nursing and psychology are
closely aligned, there is ambiguity among mental health
nurses about the use of psychological concepts and
approaches to treatment, which have been found to act
as both empowering and disempowering mediators in
mental health nurses’ talk about their practice (Mac
Neela, Scott, Treacy, & Hyde, 2007). Further examination of the relationship between mental health nursing
and psychology is suggested, with an exploration of the
connections between the concept of agency as examined
in this study and empowerment as examined by Mac
Neela and colleagues (2007).

1. Transcript conventions include the following: CMHN = nurse
participant; R = interviewer; (.) = pause of less than 1 second; (3) =
length of pause in seconds; CAPITALS = increase in voice tone relative to previous talk; : = this follows a prolongation of the immediately prior sound (length of row of colons indicates the length of
prolongation; Bailey, 2001; Potter & Wetherell, 1994; Silverman,
1993). Line numbers indicate where in the interview the narrative
segments appeared.
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